PRIVATE GERMAN INSTRUCTION FOR ADULTS
Personal
At the beginning of every language training, I try to get to know my clients with regard
to learning objectives, special interests and learning preferences. After an analysis of
their language levels and learning types, I develop an instruction plan in collaboration
with my clients and according to the information I gained during the first encounters.

Comprehensive and flexible
Teaching material includes newspapers, stories, text books as well as podcasts.
Grammar teaching is an integrative part of every lesson. If clients want to become more
confident in handling certain routine activities in German, those activities can be
exercised together as well. Teaching time is very flexible.
As a follow-up service after class, I make all texts available as audio-files, spoken and
recorded by myself, so that learners can enhance not only their reading- but also their
listening-comprehension.

Remuneration
Remuneration for one hour (60 minutes) private instruction: € 48,Remuneration for semi-private instruction (groups): on request

NEWS: *quick & effective* - online instruction via Skype/FaceTime
You have a full schedule, but still want to work on your German? Make use of my online
teaching instruction - whenever your schedule permits (before work, while the baby
sleeps,…), we meet online to work on your German. Here are the advantages:
• Teaching hours starting at 7am, also possible on weekends!
• No need to book a full hour, if your schedule doesn’t permit - book 30 minutes and
your German will still improve!
• 10%-discount on all lessons consumed online!

My background
I have been teaching German in an international language school for several years,
giving language training to individuals, diplomats and corporate groups. Thanks to my
former working experiences in international affairs and development cooperation,
I have a high intercultural understanding and routine in working with people from
different cultural backgrounds. My teaching is guided by empathy and a passion for
language and communication.

You are interested in studying German with me? Please send me an email:
nadja@parlantina.com

